USS Vesuvius NCC 71985

Games of Intrigue: Episode Nine - "New Friends, Old Friends, and Other Inconveniences"

Previously on the USS Vesuvius:

The crew has accepted the Denadan petition to join the Federation and has received a reply that has been coded for the Captain's Eyes only, as protocol dictates in this situation.

The Party is still in high gear on Denada, and the entire planet has joined in the celebrations wherever they are...with a very few notable exceptions.

These have chosen to remain out of sight at this time.

Host Gerry says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: In her quarters looking in the mirror.... ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: On the Battle Bridge revamping her console. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: In his quarters with Caleb. ::

SO Lane says:
:: In the Transporter Room making sure her dress whites are spotless before she beams down to the planet hopefully to meet up with Sam. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Straightens his jacket while standing in the living area. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Still on the planet partying with the best of the Denadan’s. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Walking around the party on Ryan's arm. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Skipping rocks over the dog-made pond. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles at her reflection, straightens her dress uniform... ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Calling from the other room… ::   CO: You about ready?

Host Gov Raphael says:
@XO:  Commander, you simply MUST try this vintage of wine!   :: Motions him over to the bar. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Finishes pulling on his dress whites and puts Caleb into a small dress
uniform. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Starts doing a dance move called the "Dog Catcher". ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters the living area.  ::   CSO:  Ready....    :: Smiles at him. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Sees the two female Denadan’s she spoke to earlier, still watching her carefully. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Turns and walks over to the transporter chief. ::   Transporter Chief: How long since Commander Kelson beamed down?

XO Kelson says:
@:: Hears Governor and excuses himself from the dance. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grins and holds out his arm. ::   CO: Then, shall we return to the party?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Has stripped wires lying all over the Battle Bridge deck re-working the
console. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Watches the ripples expand over the water as the rock skims over the surface of the water. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Beams at the CSO, taking his arm... ::   CSO:  Yes...let's.

SO Lane says:
<Transporter Chief> SO: Oh he beamed down over an hour ago Lt.

XO Kelson says:
@Governor: Absolutely, Rafael!   :: Moves toward the bar. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Seeing himself finished, takes Caleb’s hand and wanders out of their quarters and to the nearest Transporter Room. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Pours a generous amount into two glasses and hands one the XO. ::  XO:  A toast!  To Our peoples and the Federation!

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The OPS console beeps with an arriving priority one message

SO Lane says:
:: Sighs and walks to the pad and steps on. ::   Transporter Chief: OK beam me down Scotty.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Is startled at the beep. ::   Self: How in the world?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grins as he steps toward the door. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Takes the glass. ::   Governor: Hear, hear!  May we last for a thousand years…Or in your terms, 7000 years!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Walks with the CSO. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Walks into the Transporter Room and steps up on the pad with Caleb. ::
Transporter Chief: Energize.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Hits the button for the message. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Walks back to where the party is at. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Guffaws. ::   XO: Oh THAT old wives tail!  May the goodwill never end!

CSO Trelan says:
:: Exits quarters and enters the nearest turbolift. ::   Computer: Deck six.

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The message is CO's eyes only

Host CO Royce says:
CSO:  You know...the entire crew probably already knows.   :: Blushes thinking of his carrying her out of her Ready Room. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The SO is beamed to the surface in the midst of a rocking good party

XO Kelson says:
@:: Slaps the Governor on the back laughing and drinks to the toast. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Smiling. ::   CO: I hope so.   :: Winks. ::

OPS Chaser says:
Computer: Locate Captain R-royce.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Giggles at the CSO. ::

SO Lane says:
@:: Looks around and smiles as several Denadan’s greet her. ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Now we just have to hammer out the details.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Looks around to see who is at the party. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles. ::   CSO:  Guess we do.    :: Hugs his arm. ::

XO Kelson says:
@Governor: This wine is fantastic!  Would you part with some for me to take before I leave?

SO Lane says:
@:: Moves through the crowd doing the meet and greet thing while looking for Sam. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
<Computer> Captain Royce is in Turbolift Three.

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Appears on the surface with Caleb in tow. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Hits her combadge. ::   *CO*: Ma'am incoming code for-rty seven message.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Wonders through the crowd. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Takes another drink of delicious wine. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Walks over to the Governor. ::   GOV: I'd like to introduce you to my son. Caleb.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks over to the CO. ::   CO: Captain's eyes only.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Sighs. ::   *OPS*  Thank you, Lt.  Please send it to my Ready Room.  I'll be there momentarily.

CSO Trelan says:
Computer: Halt. Redirect…Bridge

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Extends a paw. ::   Caleb: My pleasure.  Such a fine young man, Mr. McDonald!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at the CSO. ::   CSO:  You go ahead.  I'll meet you there.

OPS Chaser says:
*CO*: Aye, Captain, Chaser-r out.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@FCO: So what was that about?

Host CO Royce says:
CSO:  I'm sorry, honey.

CSO Trelan says:
CO: I'll see you to the bridge, first.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Grabs an appetizer and eats it. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Bounces into the express lift to the Bridge and exits. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Smiles. ::   CO: The life of a starship captain.

XO Kelson says:
@CIV: Ah!  The infamous Caleb McDonald...Good to see you brought him along, Mr. McDonald.

CSO Trelan says:
CO: I knew that when I proposed.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@XO:  I'll have a case ordered for you personally!   :: Snaps fingers and motions for an aide to carry out the task. ::   It is as good as done!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Leaps out of the lift and over the CO's chair on her way to her console. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@TO: They were wondering why I'm only giving you one child instead of a litter. :: Grins. ::

SO Lane says:
@:: Mingles and listens to the very happy voices enjoying themselves. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles and kisses his cheek.  ::   CSO:  Thanks for understanding.

CIV McDonald says:
@XO: Yes I thought, it would be good for Caleb to come to one of these events sir….

OPS Chaser says:
:: Reroutes the message to the Captain's Ready room. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The Turbolift moves toward the bridge and deposits the CSO and CO on deck one

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Laughs. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Grins. ::   CO: Any time.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Leaps over the command level and dives back into the express lift. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@GOV: Thank you sir.

CMO Zria says:
:: Steps out of the turbolift and continues toward her quarters. ::   Self: If I'm going to enjoy a party, I'm going dressed more comfortably.  :: Walks into her quarters and selects some loose fitting clothing like she prefers, high collar... low neck. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Exits the lift. ::

XO Kelson says:
@Governor: Excellent!  I will leave you with Mr. McDonald for now.  I must return to the dance...   :: Ruffles Caleb's hair. ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: See you on the surface?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Goes back to the Battle Bridge. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Exits the turbolift enroute her Ready Room.  Looks to the CSO... ::   CSO:  See you there.   :: Nods. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@<Caleb>: Don't touch me bad MAN!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Goes back to fixing her console. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Quickly changes clothes and makes her way to the transporter room and transports down with another small group going down to join the festivities. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@TO: I want to go see Doctor Zria when this is over.

CIV McDonald says:
@<Caleb>:: Scampers up into his dads arms. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Watches her saunter across the bridge, then re-enters the lift ::
Computer: Deck six.

XO Kelson says:
@:: Begins to rhythmically move back to the dancers. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Continues to wander around the party. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters her Ready Room going over to her desk and activating her computer. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Laughs at the young boy Caleb's spirited comment. ::   CIV:  Yes indeed, a fine young man!

CIV McDonald says:
@GOV: Yes he is. I'm very proud of him.

SO Lane says:
@:: Takes a glass of wine offered to her by one of her hosts and continues looking for the XO. ::   Self: I wonder where he is?

TO Ryan Horn says:
@FCO: Everything ok?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Exits onto the carpeted floor of deck six and moves to Transporter Room
Two. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Splices some wires back together causing sparks to fly, before diving out of the way. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at her computer reading what is coming across... ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Steps up onto the transporter pad. ::

CMO Zria says:
@:: Looks around at the partiers and smiles. ::   Self: Looks like everyone is having a blast.   :: Walks around the edge of the party goers, listening to the various sounds and getting the feel for what is happening. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Continues to feel the music in his veins as he dances to the hypnotic Denadan beat. ::

CSO Trelan says:
Transporter Chief: Beam me down to the courtyard where everyone is at.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@TO: Hmm?  Oh, everything is fine.   :: Smiles into Ryan's eyes. ::   I just think it's time we find out if I'm carrying a boy or girl, that's all.  We only have a few more weeks to go you know.

CSO Trelan says:
<Transporter Chief> CSO: Aye, sir….Energizing.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Begins to get really bored. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Watches as the transporter room vanishes and the courtyard begins to
appear.  ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Sees the CMO and wanders over. ::   CMO: Zria, think you could watch this young man for a bit.

SO Lane says:
@:: Finally spots Sam on the dance floor. ::   Self: Oh my, will you just look at that cowboy!   :: Giggles and moves closer. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Smiles. ::   FCO: Good Idea.

CMO Zria says:
@:: Watching the crowd as she walks along nearly stumbling into Lennier. ::   CIV: Oh, hi...I almost didn't see you there, what's up?

XO Kelson says:
@:: Makes a spin move and ends up in front of Ms. Lane. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@CMO: Think you could watch this young man for me. Make sure he doesn't get into any trouble for awhile?

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  A shadowy figure enters the room undetected by any of the revelers at the Governor's Ball.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Goes back to the console with blueprint in hand determined to get it fixed
right. ::

CMO Zria says:
@:: Realizes what he had asked her and smiles. ::   CIV: Sure, I'll try to keep him out of trouble, but no guarantees.  

SO Lane says:
@XO: Well hi there Commander, enjoying yourself?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Deactivates her computer and exits her Ready Room, entering the nearest turbolift. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@TO: Well, I'm hungry.  Shall we head to the buffet?

XO Kelson says:
@:: Startled. ::   SO: Hope!  You made it!   :: Picks her up and twirls her
around. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Spots the XO on the other side and begins to move in that direction. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@CMO: That’s all I can ask.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@XO:  Commander that wine has been made available for you.  At the end of the festivities, we will give it to you to take with you.   :: Ears stand straight up on his head. ::

Host CO Royce says:
Computer: Transporter Room Three.

CMO Zria says:
@CIV: Rachelle can tell you that he and I had a great time playing in sickbay...I think I caused as much of our mess as he did.   :: Smiles. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Hands Caleb over to Zria and wanders off. ::

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Looks around, noticing various crew members. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@FCO: Lets!

XO Kelson says:
@SO: Isn't this the best party?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles to herself, straightening her dress uniform. ::

SO Lane says:
@:: Hangs on for dear life. ::   XO: Sam! Take is easy, everyone can see you.
:: Giggles as she's twirled. ::

CMO Zria says:
@:: Takes Caleb and continues around through the crowd. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Comes up next to the XO. ::   XO: Permission to beam back to the ship

Host CO Royce says:
:: Exits the Turbolift and goes to Transporter Room Three. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Waddles over to the buffet with Ryan and begins filling her plate. ::

XO Kelson says:
@Raphael: Thank you, Governor.  It will not go to waste.

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Spots the Governor and moves toward him. ::

SO Lane says:
@XO: I just got here.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters Transporter Room Three, steps to the pad. ::
Transport Chief:  Chief, energize.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Restrings the wiring hoping she has it right now. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Sees the hooded figure and starts. ::   ALL:  Everyone down!
:: Tackles XO to the ground. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Wanders through and picks up some food and a beverage. ::

CSO Trelan says:
@GOV: Good evening, Governor. Captain Royce will be down momentarily. She was detained for a moment.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Watches as the transporter room gives way to the Denadan
courtyard. ::

XO Kelson says:
@CTO: If you feel you must, Commander.  Did you enjoy yourself?

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Looks, then hits the deck. ::

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Falls to the ground. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Falls to ground. ::   Self: OOF!

SO Lane says:
@:: Falls as the Governor tackles Sam. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Hears the Governor and sees the XO going down, hits the deck too. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Gives up putting in a message to CEO Tomari to please HELP again. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  A projectile weapon is fired over the spot where the XO and Governor were standing...

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Notices the CO arrive, stands and runs toward her. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Pauses a moment, looking around. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Hears the Governor yell as Ryan pulls her to the ground. ::   Self: Ouch.
:: Grabs her belly. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Drops down, hand on his hidden phaser. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Bounces into the lift again. ::

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Xen! Get down! Now!

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Scans the area, looking for the source of the distress. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Tries to shake the drink from his head. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Taps his combadge. ::   COMM: Vesuvius: We got trouble down here!

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Notices the confusion and wonders to self... ::   Self:  What the...

SO Lane says:
@:: Looks up. ::   XO: Are you alright Sam?

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  Security fire weapons at the hooded figure...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Exits the lift hearing the CIV. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Spots where the shot came from. ::

CMO Zria says:
@:: Relaxes as she listens to the music, bumping into one of the many Denadan's there and falls as he drops down at the sound of Governor Raphael's order. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Runs for her station. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Dives down. ::    CSO:  What's going on?

CTO Alex Horn says:
@COMM: Vesuvius: Emergency transport out. WE are under attack!

XO Kelson says:
@SO: What just happened?

OPS Chaser says:
COMM: McDonald: What kind of trouble?

CSO Trelan says:
@CO: I don't know. I just got here, myself. I was telling the Governor you'd be late, and the next thing I know is that someone is shooting at us!

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The hooded figure falls dead, riddled with projectiles from the security guards weapons...

TO Ryan Horn says:
@FCO: If you will excuse me.   :: Heads to where the shot came from. ::

SO Lane says:
@XO: I don't know Sam.  The Governor yelled then tackled you and told us all to get down.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Curls up under the table, tightening her arms around her belly. ::

CMO Zria says:
@:: Rolls onto her side and checks Caleb over to make sure he wasn't hurt in the fall, then looks around to see what happened. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@CSO:  We need to find the Governor.

XO Kelson says:
@:: Looks around to try to get a sense of what happened. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Gets up and cautiously begins looking for the Governor. ::

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Points. ::   CO: Over here.   :: Stands and heads in the Governor's
direction. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@Self: Last time I am leaving my phaser on the ship.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Stands, a weapon drawn from nowhere. ::   Security:  Cover the exits!  Seal the building!  

OPS Chaser says:
:: Pulls transporter locks on all Starfleet personnel. ::

XO Kelson says:
@SO: Are you okay, Hope?

CMO Zria says:
@:: Sees the hooded figure lying not far from where she is and starts to move toward him, looking around to see if anyone else was hurt. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Tries opening his mind; grumbles too many minds. ::

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Asks others along the way if they are OK. ::

SO Lane says:
@:: Stands. ::   XO: I'm fine Sam.

OPS Chaser says:
COMM: CO: Captain, is ever-rything ok down ther-re?

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Crawls from her spot and slowly tries to stand. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@XO:  My sincere apologies, Commander.  Are you in need of medical aid?

XO Kelson says:
@:: Stands shakily. ::   SO: Good to hear...so much for the party.   :: Shakes head. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Stands and looks around to see where the rest of the Crew is at. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@COMM: OPS:  I'm not sure, Lt.  Right now, it seems to be okay.  I want all non-essential personnel beamed back to the ship immediately!

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  Security pulls the hood off the corpse to reveal an unknown Denadan

OPS Chaser says:
:: Begins beaming back the crew. ::

SO Lane says:
@:: Looks at the Governor. ::   GOV: Are you alright sir?

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Looks at the dead Denadan. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Smiles. ::   Governor: No, no, Raphael...just a little too much to drink to handle a gunfight.  Thank you though...

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Approaches Rafael ::   GOV: Governor...are you OK?

Host Gov Raphael says:
@ALL:  Please remain calm, everyone.  I believe the moment is over.  Unfortunately, so is the party.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Leans against the wall for a moment, obviously winded. ::

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Looks to XO. ::   XO: Sam? You all right?

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Makes her way to the Governor. ::     Gov:  Sir...you all right?

CMO Zria says:
@:: Stops short when security reaches him and pulls back the hood. ::

XO Kelson says:
@CSO: I'm fine, Dru...Just wasn't expecting something like this...

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Moves over to the CO and stands by her, just in case. ::

CIV McDonald says:
@:: Runs over to the CMO.  ::   CMO: You and Caleb okay?

CSO Trelan says:
@:: Looks around. ::   XO: Neither was I.

SO Lane says:
@:: Brushes her uniform off and smiles as her boss talks to Sam. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@~~~FCO: Why don’t you beam back up? ~~~

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Sees the CIV a few meters from her and waddles to him. ::

CMO Zria says:
@:: Sees Sarah from the corner of her eye and makes her way over to her. :: FCO: Sarah, are you ok?

Host Gov Raphael says:
@XO:  I understand, Sam.  CO:  Yes, Captain.  I am well.  I believe we have just had our first dissident speak up.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@CMO: Just got a little winded for a moment.  I fell on my side and the baby didn't like it.

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Sees her people gathering around... ::

CMO Zria says:
@CIV: Yes, we're fine, but I think he needs to be taken back to the ship.  I want to stay with Sarah for a moment.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@CMO: I'm okay now.

CIV McDonald says:
@FCO: You okay?

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The CIV and Caleb are beamed out by OPS

CIV McDonald says:
:: Sees himself back on the Vesuvius. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@CIV: Fine.

Host CO Royce says:
@ALL:  I want all crew back to the ship…XO, CTO and TO can remain.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Keeps looking around. ::

CMO Zria says:
@FCO: We need to find a place for you to sit down.  Perhaps we should head back up to the ship.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Systematically beams out the crew as ordered. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@*XO*: Sir Lt. Horn here.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@CMO: I'm okay, really.  Just the quick movement got to me.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@CO: I recommend a security detail to beam down also.

SO Lane says:
@:: Hears the Captain and looks up at Sam. ::   XO: Well so much for togetherness huh Sam?

FCO Sarah Horn says:
@:: Tries to smile for the CMO. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Motions to CMO. ::   CMO: Doc, you have any aspirin you can spare before leaving?

CMO Zria says:
@:: Walks over to the XO. ::   XO: No, Sir, but I may be able to help, where are you hurting?

XO Kelson says:
@CMO: Just a headache, doc...no worries.

XO Kelson says:
@:: Nods to Hope and smiles. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  All crew but the CO, XO, CTO and TO are beamed back to the Vesuvius

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Nods to CTO. ::   CTO: Make it so.

XO Kelson says:
@*TO*: Kelson here.  Go ahead Mr. Horn.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Feels the transporter beam whisk him away. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Beams back standing beside the CSO. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@TO: I need you to put a security detail together and have them beam down. I also need my weapon from the ship.

CSO Trelan says:
Self: Damn.   SO: Let's get to the bridge.   :: Runs from the transporter room and enters the turbolift. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Keeps an active lock on the remaining personnel on the planet. ::

SO Lane says:
CSO: Aye sir, after you.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Sees the CMO. ::   CMO: Can you watch him?  I'm going to the bridge.

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  Sir, please allow my security department to handle the situation here.

CSO Trelan says:
Computer: Bridge.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: Can I go on duty?

Host Gov Raphael says:
@ALL:  I do not believe this is necessary, but your help is most welcome.  I'm sorry this had to ruin the party.

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  We need to talk.

SO Lane says:
:: Runs after Dru. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Checks long range sensors. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@TO: I believe Charlie team is on standby today.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@*XO*: I would recommend that the Governor come over, maybe he can identify what group the dissident was with.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  Of course.  As I said, your party is most welcome.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Exits the lift. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Sees the change in her surroundings. ::   CIV: He can come with me to sickbay...   FCO: I'd like to check you again before you return to duty.  

CSO Trelan says:
:: Heads to the command deck. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Hurries to her station. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  Is there somewhere we can go to talk?

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Lieutenant Chaser, report.

XO Kelson says:
@*TO*: I think the Captain is on it, Mr. Horn.

CIV McDonald says:
CMO: Thanks!   :: Bolts out of the Transporter room and into the nearest turbo lift. ::   Turbolift: Bridge.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sees nothing on sensor, begins to monitor communications. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Picks up Caleb and starts out. ::   FCO:  I know you're eager to return to your station, but I'd rather be safe than sorry where you and your child is concerned.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: I understand believe me.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  Of course.   :: Motions for his security detail to escort them to his nearby office. ::   We can step into my office.  It's secure.   :: Leads the way. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: Ryan and I were planning on coming to see you after the party anyway.

SO Lane says:
:: Monitors the sensors and scans the planet looking for any new readings around Government House. ::

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: Sir-r, nothing on sensor-rs, maintaining lock on all per-rsonnel on the planet.

XO Kelson says:
@:: Head starts to clear. ::   CTO: Alex, sweep the area.  Make sure we don't have any other surprises.

CMO Zria says:
:: Walks toward the nearest turbolift and waits for the doors to open. ::
FCO: Oh, you have other concerns? 

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Follows the Governor. ::    GOV:  I'm sorry this had to happen.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Arrives at the bridge, hits the deck. ::   CSO: Where do you want me?

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: Concerns? Just wondering what color clothes to have ready.  We decided that we want to know the gender of the child after all.

CMO Zria says:
:: Steps into the turbolift and turns back toward the doors. ::   Turbolift: Sickbay.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Calls for a full security detail to come to the surface. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Turns ::   CIV: Ah...Mr. McDonald…Tactical, please.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@XO: Aye sir.

CMO Zria says:
:: Smiles. ::   FCO: Oh, that will be easy to tell you, it's already in your file.

CIV McDonald says:
CSO: Got it!   :: Slides up to tactical, tapping a few buttons running some low level scans of the area. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
*Hunter*: I took a little spill on the planet, you'll have helm a bit longer.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  As am I.  We do allow dissidents to express their opinion publicly, but not like this.  We may be a democracy, but I admit it has some disadvantages at times.  These people are free...until they attempt a crime.  

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Examines the weapon. ::

CSO Trelan says:
CIV: A simple, "Aye, sir" will do.   :: Smiles at the CIV’s enthusiasm. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Begins to sweep the area for anything unusual or that could be hazardous to the crew. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Giggles. ::   CSO: If course. Yes sir….

FCO Sarah Horn says:
<Hunter>*FCO*: No problem.

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Nods. ::   Gov:  As it is on all democratic worlds.  Sir, the Federation has accepted the Denadan petition for membership to the Federation.  I am here to advise you a diplomat is needed.  The Vesuvius will transport him/her to Starbase 112.

SO Lane says:
:: Sees nothing of consequence in her scans. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Steps off the turbolift and walks with the FCO the short distance to sickbay. ::   FCO:  Just have a seat here on this biobed and I'll get your file.  I don't want to tell you wrong.

XO Kelson says:
@TO: What's the weapon look like, Mr. Horn?

Host CO Royce says:
@GOV:  From there the diplomat will rendezvous with the USS Hermes and will be taken to Earth.

CMO Zria says:
:: Steps into her office and picks up the PADD containing Sarah's file, then takes Caleb out to the toy box. ::  

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks back to the Science station. ::   SO: Anything in the vicinity of the landing party?

XO Kelson says:
@:: Examines weapon TO is holding. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Waddles into sickbay and climbs slowly onto a biobed. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: Standard hand held sir. Compact plastic construct, plastic bullet, Teflon coated, catalyst seems like gun powder of a sort.

CMO Zria says:
:: Returns to the biobed where she left Sarah and activates its sensors. ::
FCO: Are you sure that the two of you want to know?

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Continues to poke around the area. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  From your request, I had assumed it was concerning this.  I am pleased at the quick and positive response, I must say.  We have anticipated this request.   :: Pushes a buzzer on his desk. ::

SO Lane says:
CSO: No sir, no change in the readings from before we beamed down.

CIV McDonald says:
CSO: Sir, I'd recommend yellow alert…Just in case.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: Yes.  We're sure.

XO Kelson says:
@:: Whistles. ::   TO: Haven't seen one like this in a while…Just a museum piece back on Earth.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Feels herself get a little nervous waiting for the news. ::

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: Nothing on sensor-r to war-rrant breaking the lock on the people on the planet .

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  Good!  We will leave as soon as possible.  However, our services are available if you wish assistance with the investigation here.

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The Security Team from the Vesuvius beams down, and the leader hands the CTO her weapon

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: Seems like he knew that this was a suicide run.

CMO Zria says:
:: Smiles as she looks at the PADD, then looks at the sensor readings before turning her attention back to Sarah. ::   FCO: You're right, the baby is fine, the fall didn't affect her at all.  

XO Kelson says:
@:: Thinks of all the times he's fired similar weapons in the holodeck. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  That is a kindness, Captain.   :: Looks up as the door opens. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Looks back to the screen with the planet looming below. ::

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Thank you.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: With such a short range he had to have known the chances of getting away were slim to none.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Takes weapons and begins to direct the team and post them in certain areas to give best coverage for the crew. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  A female Denadan enters the Governor's Office confidently.

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  I feel it's the only thing we can do to help.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: That's good.  I grabbed my belly without thinking.  I hoped that I protected the baby enough.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Moves back to the CO. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Hopes that Sam is alright down there. ::

XO Kelson says:
@TO: These nasty things sure can do some damage.  It's amazing he didn't do any damage.   :: Nods in agreement with TO. ::   Suicide mission...

CSO Trelan says:
SO: Watch for atmospheric fighters. They may have just begun warp travel, but fighters are still a strong possibility.

CSO Trelan says:
CIV: Do it.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Waves a paw to indicate the new arrival. ::   CO: May I introduce Saba, our First Ambassador to the Federation.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: We need to know about the dissident group he was with, and only a native Denadan will know that type of information.

SO Lane says:
:: Messages OPS. ::   OPS: Sorry to bother you, but do you still have Commander Kelson on your sensor lock?

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Whispers. ::   CO: Security team beamed down and is in position.

CMO Zria says:
:: Watches Sarah's expression. ::   FCO: I would recommend you take it easy though, as long as things stay calm on the bridge you may return to duty.  I think your actions as well as landing on your side are what helped protect her.  Your daughter shows to be quite healthy and the perfect size for this stage of pregnancy.

XO Kelson says:
@TO: I wonder who would hate the Federation that much.

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Extends her cold hand. ::   Saba:  Pleasure to meet you, Ambassador Saba.

Host Gov Raphael says:
<Saba>@CO:  A pleasure.  

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Stands by the CO with weapon at the ready. ::

CIV McDonald says:
CSO: Aye sir.   :: Taps the button bringing the ship to yellow alert, brings the phaser’s to hot standby and the aft torpedo tube to hot standby. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sees a message pop up on her console, types back… ::   SO: Aye,  Lt.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@:: Looks at the XO. ::   XO: The Breen.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: Daughter?  We're having a daughter?   :: Nearly jumps off the bed in excitement. ::   You're sure…A little girl?

Host CO Royce says:
@Saba:  I have received orders to transport you to Starbase 112 where the USS Hermes will than take you to Earth.

SO Lane says:
:: Breathes a sigh of relief and taps another message. ::   OPS: Thanks Lt.  He is alright I hope?

FCO Sarah Horn says:
<Hunter>:: Reopens an evasive just in case more "party crashers" show up. ::

XO Kelson says:
@TO: Pretty big jump to link this Denadan to the Breen but it is a possibility.

CMO Zria says:
:: Reaches out a hand to help steady Sarah and keep her from falling. ::
FCO: Yes, I'm quite certain it's a girl.   :: Shows her the PADD. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@Saba:  We leave as soon as possible, pending your government's investigation.  We are here to help if needed.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Continues to dart her eyes around looking for anything that could endanger the Captain. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: We need to scan for Breen signatures and lifesigns.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Turns to the CSO. ::   CSO: I cannot transport the teams out if you have the shields up. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: Doc, I might need your assistance when I tell Ryan.  He's been hoping for a little girl so bad that he'll probably faint when I tell him!   :: Grins wider. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: If the Denadan’s joined the Federation who would lose the most here?

CIV McDonald says:
CSO: Ship is at yellow alert.

XO Kelson says:
@TO: By all means...get all the readings you can.

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: I am aware of that, Lieutenant.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  I believe I know our attacker.  He is Shabar, a leader of dissidents that espouses violent means to "keep our race pure" from outside contact.   :: Sighs heavily. ::   I wish they could have seen what I have seen on your vessel.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@CTO: Commander…

CMO Zria says:
FCO: I'll be here if you need me... I could give you an ammonia capsule to have with you when you tell him.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Whispers. ::   CO: I recommend that we continue these conversations on the ship where it is safe.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Hears her voice looks over to the TO. ::

XO Kelson says:
@*CO*: Kelson to Captain Royce.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@TO: Yes Mr. Horn

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: I'll come back for it if necessary.  Thanks.   :: Turns to leave for the
bridge. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  There are always those who oppose change.  But you are wise in your decision to petition for membership.  The Federation is a good alliance.   :: Hears her combadge. ::   Excuse me a moment, sir.

Host CO Royce says:
@*XO* Royce here...Go ahead Cmdr.

CMO Zria says:
FCO: Of course.   :: Smiles. ::   Take care of yourself and get as much rest as you can for the next few days.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@CTO: I believe we should scan for Breen signatures and lifesigns.

XO Kelson says:
@*CO* TO Horn is scanning for Breen signs as a precaution.  The area is clear.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Disagrees with the CSO but remains silent::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CMO: I will.  And don't worry…I won't go to anymore parties!   :: Grins and exits sickbay. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
@TO: Good idea. Go ahead. Keep me informed of your findings

XO Kelson says:
@*CO* Suggest we make our farewells and head back to the ship.

Host CO Royce says:
@*XO*: The Governor says it is a dissident he is aware of.  I should be
re-joining you shortly.

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Open a channel to the Captain, please.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
<Hunter>:: Continues to check orbit and surrounding area for exit routes. ::

XO Kelson says:
@*CO*: Aye, aye Captain.  Kelson out.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Covers the CO like a second skin. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Glares at the CSO. ::   CSO: Aye, Sir-r.   :: Opens a channel. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Watches Sarah leave and heads into her office to complete her report. ::

CSO Trelan says:
COMM: CO: Trelan to Royce.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  I believe we can handle this ourselves, Captain.  There remains the little matter of our invitation for a Federation ambassador to join us on Denada.  I extend that invitation now.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Waddles to the turbolift with a goofy grin on her face. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  I've advised the Federation.  I'm sure they will be sending one if he/she isn't already enroute.    :: Smiles at the Governor. ::

XO Kelson says:
@:: Shakes head at a good party gone to waste. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Orders the turbolift to the bridge and rubs her belly gently. ::   Baby: Well, how are we gonna tell your daddy?

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Whispers. ::   CO: I strongly recommend beaming back to the ship

CSO Trelan says:
COMM: CO: Trelan to Royce. Please respond.

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  Then if you'll excuse me...    :: Turns to Saba. ::   Please call us when you are ready.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  I'm sure that your people are as organized as you are.  I have no doubt.  I have spoken with Science Minister Arrius and General Grapthar.  Both men would appreciate the opportunity for information exchange and cross-training where appropriate.

SO Lane says:
:: Continues her scans killing time until she knows that Sam is back safe and sound. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: I just don’t like this sir. It was to convenient.

Host CO Royce says:
@COMM: CSO:  Royce here.  I'm sorry, Cmdr.  Go ahead.

CMO Zria says:
:: Opens a log file and begins her report...smiling to herself as she looks over the sensor readings and thinks about Sarah's reaction to finding out she's having a girl. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@CO:  Of course.  

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Waddles across the bridge and relieves Hunter from helm. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Sits back in her chair. ::

XO Kelson says:
@TO: Well, we don't know all the politics of this planet, Mr. Horn.  It could be just an internal matter.

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  As were my Officers sir.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: I hope you are right sir.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
<Hunter>:: Stands, refusing the urge to help Sarah into her chair, and leaves the bridge. ::

CSO Trelan says:
COMM: CO: Captain, situation report. I have moved us to yellow alert and am at present watching for atmospheric fighters that may be part of the dissident force. Better safe than sorry. Inform when you are ready to beam up.

Host Gov Raphael says:
<Saba>@CO:  Thank you.  I will gather my things.  GOV:  Live well, governor.  Rule well.  And join me when you can.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Continues to scan the area around her and the CO. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@CTO:  Contact the XO and advise him to wrap things up here.  The Denadan’s will take over

XO Kelson says:
@TO: Either way, it is in the Denadan's hands now.  We have bigger fish to fry.
:: Smiles. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Folds her arms across her chest. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: Otherwise we could be seeing the beginnings of a new Breen offensive in this sector against the federation.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Checks the evasive Hunter opened up, and opens another variant. ::

Host CO Royce says:
@COMM: CSO:  Acknowledged Cmdr...Royce out.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@CO: Aye Ma'am

XO Kelson says:
@TO: We shall have to wait and see.

Host CO Royce says:
@Gov:  Sir.  If there is nothing else I'll take my leave of you now.

SO Lane says:
:: Looks over at the empty XO's chair. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@Saba:  I shall.  Only four years, my love…Then I shall join you.   :: Nods as she gracefully exits.  He looks to the ground and sighs. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Peeks out of her office at Caleb and smiles watching him play. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Sits in the command chair. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CSO: Just watching planetside Cmdr. or should I be set for sector rim vessels?

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: I would recommend briefing the CO of that possibility, that way SF could monitor Breen activity.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Hits combadge. ::   *XO*: The Captain suggests that you wrap things up. We are ready to beam back to the ship

XO Kelson says:
@:: Thinks that he didn't even get one dance with Hope. ::

XO Kelson says:
@TO: I will pass that along, Mr. Horn.

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: Just as a precaution, better safe than sorry.

SO Lane says:
Self: I wish he was in that chair.

CSO Trelan says:
FCO: Yes. I want to be ready for any contingency.

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  Twilight falls on the planet where Government House is...

CSO Trelan says:
FCO: It's possible that the dissidents are in contact with the Breen.

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The Vesuvius receives a communication from the surface...

XO Kelson says:
@*CTO* Inform the Captain that we are ready when she is, Commander.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CSO: Acknowledge…The Breen Sir?  They must have done some pretty fast talking to get the Denadan’s on their side so fast.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@CO: The XO said he is ready when ever you are

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Nods to the CTO. ::   CTO:  Let's go.

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: Incoming message.   :: Growl very evident in her voice. ::   Audio only.

XO Kelson says:
@TO: Get ready to beam back to the ship, Mr. Horn.

CSO Trelan says:
FCO: Are you sure of that? Who's to say that they haven't been in this for a while now?

Host CO Royce says:
@:: Looks to the Gov. ::   Gov:  Sir...   :: Nods ::

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: On speakers.

XO Kelson says:
@TO: We'll wait here for the Captain and CTO.

CTO Alex Horn says:
@:: Hits combadge and informs the XO and the ship that they are to beam
back. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Growls and puts it on audio. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
@XO: Ready sir.   :: Takes one last scan of the area and of the weapon. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
<Saba>@COMM: Vesuvius: This is Saba, Ambassador to the Federation from Denada.  I am ready to board your ship and begin my journey.

XO Kelson says:
@:: Acknowledges CTO and requests beam out for TO and XO. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CSO: Just an assumption sir.  If they have been here for long, they've been quiet about it.  If their presence were known by the Governor, I assume they would have tried to affect a treaty or control the planet by now.

CSO Trelan says:
FCO: The Governor has already spoken to the Breen.

Host CO Royce says:
@COMM: OPS:  Royce to Chaser

CSO Trelan says:
:: Nods to Tactical to stand down from yellow alert to allow transport. ::

OPS Chaser says:
COMM: CO: Chaser-r her-re, Captain.

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Looks up at the shining light in orbit he knows is the Vesuvius from his bullet-proof window with a heavy heart. ::

SO Lane says:
CSO: Sir, shall I discontinue scans of the surface?

Host CO Royce says:
@COMM: OPS:  The CTO and I are ready to beam back.  The Denadan Ambassador should be arriving.  Please assign quarters for her.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CSO: Spoken to?  Yes.  Controlled by?  Unknown.

CSO Trelan says:
<Tactical Officer>:: Punches at his console, standing down from yellow alert. :: CSO: Shields down, sir.

CSO Trelan says:
SO: Negative.

CSO Trelan says:
SO: Maintain scanning.

OPS Chaser says:
COMM: CO: Aye Captain.

SO Lane says:
:: Nods. ::   CSO: Aye sir, maintaining surface scans.

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: Shields down for tr-ranspor-rt?   :: Looks at him with sarcasm. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  All parties remaining on the planet are beamed to the Vesuvius...

CSO Trelan says:
:: Stares the OPS officer down. ::   OPS: Yes, Lieutenant.

XO Kelson says:
:: Materializes on pad. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Materializes and steps off the pad. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Silently compares what is known of the Breen to the current situation. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Materializes on the pad glad to be back home. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Steps over towards OPS. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Senses Ryan back on the ship and gets excited again over the news she has to tell him. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods to the Transporter Chief and steps down from the pad, exiting the Transporter Room. ::

XO Kelson says:
TO: Write up a report and give it to Commander Horn.  She'll pass it on the Captain.  Otherwise, you better check on your wife.   :: Smiles. ::   I'm sure she's worried about you.

TO Ryan Horn says:
XO: Yes sir, Thank you, I am actually a little concerned about her.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Enters turbolift. ::    Computer:  Bridge.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Exits on the Bridge. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Lowers voice. ::   OPS: I will see you in the CO's ready room.

SO Lane says:
:: Knows the away team is back and waits anxiously for Sam to appear on the bridge. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks to the CSO. ::   CSO: Report, Cmdr.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Growls back. ::   CSO: Aye Sir-r.

XO Kelson says:
:: Turns to head off to turbolift. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Noticing the captain. ::   CO: Captain, everything is in order…Nothing on scanners as of yet.

CSO Trelan says:
CO: Permission to use your ready room, captain?

SO Lane says:
:: Keeps looking over at the turbolift doors. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Takes turbolift to bridge. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Enters bridge. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at the CSO with a question, but nods. ::   CSO:  Of course.

CSO Trelan says:
:: Enters the ready room. ::

Host CO Royce says:
FCO: Please set a course for Starbase 112. Engage warp 6 when all is ready.

XO Kelson says:
:: Turns and smiles at Hope. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Smiles broadly as Sam steps onto the bridge. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Enters the bridge. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CO: Aye ma'am.   :: Sets a course for Starbase 112 and engages. ::   Starbase 112, warp 6.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Assigns quarters for the Ambassador for Deck Eight VIP section. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Waits for the OPS officer to join him. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Moves to XO chair. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Brushes the dust from her dress whites and turns to take her seat. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Are we ready to leave orbit, Captain?

SO Lane says:
Self: I like it when that chair is filled…filled with Sam.

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Yes we are, Cmdr...  :: Grins. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Shall I take us out?   :: Smiles. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Looks over to see Ryan come on the bridge. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Taps combadge. ::   *OPS* Trelan to Chaser. Please join me in the captain's ready room.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
~~~~TO: Honey, have I got some news for you! ~~~~

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  I believe I beat you to the punch, Cmdr.   :: Grins again. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
ACTION:  The ship warps away from the Denadan System at Warp 6, en route to Starbase 112 after breaking orbit...

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Looks at the FCO funny. ::

Host Gov Raphael says:
@:: Stands alone, looking up at the shooting star that is bearing his mate away...his sorrow gives way to a low and mournful howl.... ::

OPS Chaser says:
*CSO*: I didn't hear-r you say now until now Sir-r. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Grins in her mind. ::

SO Lane says:
*CSO*: Sir, now may I discontinue surface scans?

CSO Trelan says:
*OPS* Acknowledged.

OPS Chaser says:
*CSO*: On my way.   :: Deliberately omits the Sir. ::

CSO Trelan says:
*SO* Yes, lieutenant, you may discontinue.

SO Lane says:
*CSO*Thank you, Commander. Lane out.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Slowly stands, pulling her tail from its slot and arranging her mane down her back before moving. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Takes Tactical 1. ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Quiet the celebration, eh, Cmdr?

XO Kelson says:
:: Rubs temples. :: CO: Yes...quite.   :: Smiles weakly. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Moves to the CO's ready room and rings the chime. ::

CSO Trelan says:
*OPS* Enter.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Enters coming to attention. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
~~~ TO: Zria says the baby is fine.  SHE is completely healthy. ~~~

Host CO Royce says:
:: Notices the XO rub his temples and says quietly… ::   XO: Sam, you okay?

CSO Trelan says:
:: Paces, stops in front of Chaser. ::

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Lieutenant, we have a problem.

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: What's that?

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Raises his eyebrow and looks up. ::   ~~~ FCO: She!!! ~~~

XO Kelson says:
CO: Just a little too much celebration, Captain.  I'll be fine.  May I be dismissed to get some aspirin?

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Your actions are boarding on the insubordinate side. My orders are the same as the XO's, and are not to be questioned. Is that understood?

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Out loud… ::   FCO: She!!!

Host CO Royce says:
:: Giggles as she listens to her XO... ::   XO:  Sure Sam...go take care of that headache.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles at her XO. ::

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: It is my duty to protect my Captain at all times, as it is yours.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Turns to look at Ryan and nods. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Grins very widely. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Thank you, Ma'am.   :: Moves to turbolift. ::

CSO Trelan says:
:: Comes to full height in front of the Caitian. ::   OPS: First priority is to this ship and her crew, Lieutenant.

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Even before the captain.

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: I simply reminded you that I cannot beam her out with the shields up Sir, nothing more.

XO Kelson says:
:: Takes turbolift to Sickbay. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Pouts as Sam heads for the turbolift. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
FCO: All kinds of wonderful things happening on this ship.

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Lieutenant...you are attempting to change the subject....

OPS Chaser says:
:: Stands undaunted, knowing she will protect her sister. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Glances around to see if anyone caught Ryan's burst. ::

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: I gave an order, and you will follow it!

FCO Sarah Horn says:
TO: You could say that Lt.   :: Blushes. ::   You could definitely say that.

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: What order-r was not followed Sir-r?

Host CO Royce says:
FCO:  Were you down there when that melee started, Cmdr?

XO Kelson says:
:: Enters sickbay. ::

FCO Sarah Horn says:
:: Comes back to the present as she hears the CO's voice. ::   CO: Uh, yes ma'am, I was.

CSO Trelan says:
Lieutenant, I do not appreciate the growls, the sarcastic stares, or the snide remarks. If they continue, I will reprimand you, severely.

Host CO Royce says:
<Aola>:  XO: Cmdr...What brings you here?

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: And I promise…it will be severe.

Host CO Royce says:
FCO:  Perhaps you should have the CMO take a look at you...for the baby's sake.

OPS Chaser says:
CSO: Unfortunately Sir-r I am Caitian; my voice always gr-rowls.

Host CO Royce says:
<Aola>:: Moves over to the XO. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Checks the time until her shift ends. ::   Self: C'mon time, go faster.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CO: I did Ma'am.  Doctor Zria gave both of us a clean bill of health.

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: You will not disrespect me in any way, whatsoever, again. Understood?

XO Kelson says:
Aola: A need to bring my head back from the celebration on the planet.  Got anything for over-zealous enjoyment?   :: Smiles. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Mentally rolls her eyes.  ::   CSO: Aye, Sir-r.

CSO Trelan says:
OPS: Return to your station, Lieutenant.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Grins. ::   XO:  Over-exerted yourself?  Of course I have something.
:: Moves to get a hypo. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Won't say what she is thinking as she leaves. ::

XO Kelson says:
Aola: I knew you wouldn't let me down, Doc.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Moves back down to her station. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Grins as she administers the hypo. ::   XO:  That should kick in soon...no pun intended

TO Ryan Horn says:
CO: I believe congratulations are in order for you Ma'am.

FCO Sarah Horn says:
CO: And as I just told Ryan…   :: Taps her forehead. ::   …we're having a little girl.

Host Gov Raphael says:
 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

